
Collegiate Training Compass:  SHAW 
What: Each EDGE staff is being coached and 
developed in their sexual health and wholeness 
through personal training, EDGE Summits, Biblical 
studies on sexuality, and intensives.   Through these, 
EDGErs build a Biblical framework for understanding 
sexuality and to process their personal story. 

Why: Each EDGE staff has clarity to know the orthodox Biblical sexual ethic and empowered to 
live it out.   To be a fruitful, long-term disciplemaker, one must both personally walk in sexual 
integrity and know how to invite others into repentance, freedom, and restoration.    

The TMS is required in EDGE training because the pre-selected, pre-printed and topically 
arranged system has proven to be a helpful way to get started with the discipline. EDGErs can 
develop the practice themselves and learn a tool for helping students.  

Questions for your radar: 
- What are they learning about Biblical sexuality? Have they processed or shared this with 

others? What are they struggling to believe about God’s design for sexuality? (Have them 
share with you). 

- Am I actively asking my EDGEr how they are doing in the area of sexual integrity? Or have I 
connected them with someone who is able to focus on this area of health? 

- How is my EDGEr doing in the area of sexual integrity (fantasy, masturbation, pornography, 
action out with another person)? 

- Are they able to articulate what God has done in the past and is doing in the present in the 
area of sexual health? 

- Ask your EDGEr, “Are there certain areas you want me to follow up with on a regular basis or 
are you meeting with someone in this area?” 

- What is their view of the Navigators position of an orthodox Biblical sexual ethic? 
- Are they living from a Biblical or cultural narrative of sexuality? 
- How do they address SHAW topics with students? 

Summit Content: 
Summit 1- Intro to SHAW 
Summer- Rewire Bible Study 
Summit 2- Sexuality Narratives 
Summit 3- God is active in my story (Redemption) 
Summit 4- Partnering with God and Others 

Linked Resources: 
- SHAW Website 
- Digital Leaders Forum: Preston Sprinkle 
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https://shaw.navigators.org/login?ReturnUrl=/
https://ondemand.centerforfaith.com/courses/digital-leaders-forum

